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I,  P.Srinivasan did course in Advanced Networking Using CISCO 

Routers ” at  NSIC for a period from 4.1.2019 to 3.3.2019. This 

course was very useful for me. Now I am working in M/s. 
Satvat Infosol Pvt Ltd Chennai, as Technical support and getting 

a pay of Rs.10,000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good 

knowledge and skill. 

 I,  M.Adithya did course in Engineering Project ” at  NSIC for a 

period from 4.2.2019 to 22.2.2019. This course was very useful 

for me. Iam an entrepreneur and started a company M/s .RCube 

Sustainable energy  Technologies  Salem, earning  Rs.20,000/-

p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

 

 

I,  G. Leela prashanth  did course in Robotics with Ardinou ” at  

NSIC for a period from 6.1.2019 to 6.2.2019. This course was 

very useful for me. Now I am working in M/s. TVS  Chennai, as 

Maintenance planner and getting a pay of Rs.15,000/-p.m.  I 

thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

I,  T. Yuvashree  did course Advanced Embedded System ” in  

NSIC for a period from 6.1.2019 to 6.2.2019. This course was 

very useful for me. Now I am working in M/s. Presvi Industries 

Pvt Ltd Chennai, as Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.10,000/-

p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

 I,  A. Naveen did course Solar PV Design and Installation  ” in  

NSIC for a period from 9.7.2018 to 23.2.2018. This course was 

very useful for me. Now I am working in M/s .Tata 

Communication Pvt Ltd Chennai, as Software Engineer and 

getting a pay of Rs.20,000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me 

good knowledge and skill.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

I,  Hassan Mehkari did course in Engineering Projects ” at  NSIC 

for a period from 7.1.2019 to 29.1.2019. This course was very 

useful for me. Now I am working in M/s .Indico Company  

Chennai, as Software Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.22,000/-

p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

 

I,  B.Monisha  did course in Engineering Projects” at  NSIC for a 

period from 4.2.2019 to 22.2.2019. This course was very useful 

for me. Now I am working in M/s .Honeywell Chennai, as 

Embedded Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.25,000/-p.m.  I 

thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill.  

 

I,  M.Gokulraj did course in Engineering Project ” at  NSIC for a 

period from 4.2.2019 to 22.2.2019. This course was very useful 

for me. Now I am working in M/s .HCL Pvt Ltd Chennai, as 

Technical support and getting a pay of Rs.22,000/-p.m.  I thank 

NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill.  

 

  I,  S.Sudharsan did course in Engineering projects” at  NSIC 

for a period from 7.1.2019 to 29.1.2019. This course was 

very useful for me. Now I am working in M/s . Accenture 

chennai, as Software Engineer and getting a pay of 

Rs.25,000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge 

and skill.  

  I,  P.Ammu did course in Engineering projects” at  NSIC for a 

period from 4.2.2019 to 22.2.2019. This course was very useful 

for me. Now I am working in M/s . Technosoft Corporation 

chennai, as Software Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.19,000/-

p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

 

 

 

 



            

            

            

            

            

    

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

I,  N.Krishnakumar did course in Solar Pv design and 

installation ” at  NSIC for a period from 18.6.2018 to 2.7.2018. 

This course was very useful for me. Now I am working in M/s 

Spark Engineer consultant Chennai, as Senior consultant 

Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.1,00,000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC 

for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

I,  P.Jerin pradeep did course in Solar Pv design and installation” 

at  NSIC for a period from 6.2.2019 to 21.2.2019. This course was 

very useful for me. Now I am working in M/s.  Contura solar 

Industry Pvt Ltd Tiruchirapalli, as Business development 

assistant engineer and getting a pay of Rs.13,000/-p.m.  I thank 

NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

I, S.Balaji did course in Solar Pv design and installation” at NSIC 

for a period from 4.2.2017 to 18.2.2019. This course was very 

useful for me. Now I am working in M/s. cedresIndia Industrial 

Pvt Ltd Chennai, as Project head and getting a pay of 

Rs.18,000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge 

and skill. 

I, B.Vignesh Kumar did course in Solar Pv design and 

installation” at NSIC for a period from 113.2019 to 25.3.2019. 

This course was very useful for me. Now I am working in M/s. 

Ernst & Young Pvt Ltd Chennai, as Senior Project Consultant 

and getting a pay of Rs.15,000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me 

good knowledge and skill. 

I, M.Ajith did course in Solar Pv design and installation” at NSIC 

for a period from 113.2019 to 25.3.2019. This course was very 

useful for me. Now I am working in M/s.  Global info tech 

Pudukkottai, as Maintenance Service Engineer and getting a pay 

of Rs.12,000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge 

and skill. 

 

 

 



 

 

            

            

            

            

            

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I, M.Gautham kumar did course in  Network Engineer ” at NSIC 

for a period from 62.2019 to 21.2.2019. This course was very 

useful for me. Now I am working in M/s. HCL tech Pvt Ltd 

Chennai, as Windows and virtual machine specialist and getting 

a pay of Rs.41,000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good 

knowledge and skill. 

I, S.Dinesh kumar did course in  Network Engineer ” at NSIC for 

a period from 62.2019 to 21.2.2019. This course was very useful 

for me. Now I am working in M/s. Apple infoway Pvt Ltd 

Chennai, as Senior engineer optimization analyst and getting a 

pay of Rs.15,000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good 

knowledge and skill. 

I, K.Pavithran did course in  Network Engineer ” at NSIC for a 

period from 62.2019 to 21.2.2019. This course was very useful 

for me. Now I am working in M/s. DCDR Pvt Ltd Chennai, as 

Hardware engineer and getting a pay of Rs.10,000/-p.m.  I thank 

NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

I, Mohammed Jaffer did course in  Network Engineer ” at NSIC 

for a period from 662.2019 to 21.2.2019. This course was very 

useful for me. Now I am working in M/s. NTT data Pvt Ltd 

Chennai, as Process associate and getting a pay of Rs.11,000/-

p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

 

 

 

 

I, E.Palanisankar did course in  Network Engineer ” at NSIC for a 

period from 62.2019 to 21.2.2019. This course was very useful 

for me. Now I am working in M/s. Airtel Pvt Ltd Chennai, as 

Network Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.18,000/-p.m.  I thank 

NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

 

 

I, E.Palanipriya did course in  Network Engineer ” at NSIC for a 

period from 6.3.2017 to 21.4.2017. This course was very useful 

for me. Now I am working in M/s. Neeyamo consulting services 

Chennai, as Service delivery patner and getting a pay of 

Rs.14,000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and 

skill. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I, N.Vignesh did course in  Network Engineer ” at NSIC for a 

period from 6.3.2017 to 21.4.2017. This course was very useful 

for me. Now I am working in M/s. NTT data Pvt Ltd Chennai, as 

Process associate and getting a pay of Rs.11,000/-p.m.  I thank 

NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

I, J.Nirmal did course in  Network Engineer ” at NSIC for a period 

from 8.11.218 to 17.112018. This course was very useful for me. 

Now I am working in M/s. Access health care Chennai, as 

Accounts receivable caller and getting a pay of Rs.15,000/-p.m.  

I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

I, P.Annadurai did course in  Network Engineer ” at NSIC for a 

period 8.11.218 to 17.112018. This course was very useful for 

me. Now I am working in M/s. Rabid tech IT services Chennai, as 

Desktop support Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.11,000/-p.m.  

I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

I, R.Suganthan did course in  Network Engineer ” at NSIC for a 

period from 17.9.2018 to 24.10.2018. This course was very 

useful for me. Now I am working in M/s.  INZI controls India Pvt 

Ltd Chennai, as Electrical Engineer and getting a pay of 

Rs.17,000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and 

skill. 

I, D.Karthik did course in  Network Engineer ” at NSIC for a 

period from 10.12.2018 to 11.1.2019. This course was very 

useful for me. Now I am working in Vellore institute of 

technology Chennai, as Data entry operator and getting a pay of 

Rs.15,000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and 

skill. 

 

 

  I, K.V.Prem Anand did course in Software Engineer” at  NSIC for 

a period from 09.01.2019 to 22.03.2019. This course was very 

useful for me. Now I am working in M/s .Comcast INDIA 

engineering center  chennai , as  Engineer and getting a pay of 

Rs25,000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and 

skill. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I, V.Venkatesan did course in  Network Engineer ” at NSIC for a 

period from 17.9.2018 to 24.10.2018. This course was very 

useful for me. Now I am working in M/s.  Hexaware Pvt Ltd 

Chennai, as Process associate and getting a pay of Rs.17,000/-

p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

I, K.Kishan did course in  Network Engineer ” at NSIC for a 

period from 17.9.2018 to 24.10.2018. This course was very 

useful for me. Now I am working in M/s. Fedility information 

services Chennai, as System operational analyst and getting a 

pay of Rs.13,000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good 

knowledge and skill. 

I, S.Ponmani did course in  Network Engineer ” at NSIC for a 

period from 17.9.2018 to 24.10.2018. This course was very 

useful for me. Now I am working in M/s. Virtusa enterprises 

Chennai, as Technical support engineer and getting a pay of 

Rs.20,000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge 

and skill. 

 

 

  I, K.Amalorpavan did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a 

period from 04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very 

useful for me. Now I am working in M/s .GRC web design 

Kalasapakkam , as Web Designer and getting a pay of Rs11000/-

p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

 I, R.Tamilselvan did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a 

period from 04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very 

useful for me. Now I am working in M/s . SS power tools vellore , 

as Assitant and getting a pay of Rs7500/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for 

giving me good knowledge and skill. 

  I, R.Rajeshkumar  did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a 

period from 04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very 

useful for me. Now I am working in M/s .VST Motors 

Tiruvannamalai, as Sales Executive  and getting a pay of Rs8400/-

p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 



 

 

 

 

 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

    

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  I,  Magdalin Blessy did course in Engineering projects” at  NSIC 

for a period from 4.2.2019 to 22.2.2019. This course was very 

useful for me. Now I am working in M/s .Episource Pvt Ltd, 

chennai, as Biomedical Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.23,000/-

p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

  I,  T.Lidiya did course in Engineering projects” at  NSIC for a 

period from 4.2.2019 to 22.2.2019. This course was very useful 

for me. Now I am working in M/s . Episource Pvt Ltd chennai, as 

Biomedical Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.23,000/-p.m.  I thank 

NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

I,  P.Indhumathi did course in Engineering projects” at  NSIC for a 

period from 4.2.2019 to 22.2.2019. This course was very useful 

for me. Now I am working in M/s . Episource Pvt Ltd chennai, as 

Biomedical Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.23,000/-p.m.  I thank 

NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

  I,  R.Nishitha did course in Engineering projects” at  NSIC for a 

period from 4.2.2019 to 22.2.2019. This course was very useful 

for me. Now I am working in M/s . Episource Pvt Ltd chennai, as 

Biomedical Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.23,000/-p.m.  I thank 

NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

  I,  A.K.Vyshnav did course in Engineering projects” at  NSIC for a 

period from 4.2.2019 to 22.2.2019. This course was very useful 

for me. Now I am working in M/s .Revature chennai, as Software 

Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.18,000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for 

giving me good knowledge and skill. 

 

 

 

  I, P.Manikandan did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a 

period from 04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful 

for me. Now I am working in M/s .SS power tools Polur , as Assitant  

and getting a pay of Rs6500/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good 

knowledge and skill. 



       

 

 

 

            

            

            

            

        

 

 

 

                                           

            

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  I,  M.Vignesh did course in Engineering projects” at  NSIC for a 

period from 4.2.2019 to 22.2.2019. This course was very useful 

for me. Now I am working in M/s . NewJen Systems, as Software 

Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.18,000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for 

giving me good knowledge and skill. 

  I,  B.S.Krithika did course in Engineering projects” at  NSIC for a 

period from 7.1.2019 to 29.1.2019. This course was very useful 

for me. Now I am working in M/s .Accenture chennai, as 

Software Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.25,000/-p.m.  I thank 

NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

  I,  V.Deepika did course in Engineering projects” at  NSIC for a 

period from 7.1.2019 to 29.1.2019. This course was very useful 

for me. Now I am working in M/s .Wipro chennai, as Project 

Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.28,000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for 

giving me good knowledge and skill. 

  I,  S.Nishanth did course in Software Engineer” at  NSIC for a 

period from 6.5.2019 to 15.7.2019. This course was very useful 

for me. Now I am working in Comcast India Engineering center 

Chennai, as Security Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.30,000/-

p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

  I, S.Duraimurugan did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a 

period from 04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very 

useful for me. Now I am working in M/s . Sishya Matriculation 

Higher Secondary School Tiruvannamalai, as  Teacher and getting 

a pay of Rs7000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge 

and skill. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

   

   

  

 

   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 I,  S.Pavithran did course in Software Engineer” at  NSIC for a 

period from 11.2.2019 to 25.4.2019. This course was very useful 

for me. Now I am working in M/s . QAssure Technologies India 

Pvt Ltd chennai, as Software  Engineer and getting a pay of 

Rs.28,000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and 

skill. 

  I,  P.Vishnu did course in Software Engineer” at  NSIC for a period 

from 11.2.2019 to 25.4.2019. This course was very useful for me. 

Now I am working in M/s .Hathway Broadband Internet Service 

chennai, as Billing  Assistant  and getting a pay of Rs15,000/-p.m.  I 

thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

 

  I,  A.Parthiban did course in Software Engineer” at  NSIC for a 

period from 11.2.2019 to 25.4.2019. This course was very useful 

for me. Now I am working in M/s .Accenture chennai, as 

customer support  and getting a pay of Rs9,000/-p.m.  I thank 

NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

 

  I,  R.Ramakrishnan  did course in Software Engineer” at  NSIC 

for a period from 11.2.2019 to 25.4.2019. This course was very 

useful for me. Now I am working in M/s . Insight  Academy 

chennai, as Trainer  and getting a pay of Rs25,000/-p.m.  I thank 

NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

  I,  Vidhur.B.Preman  did course in VLSI Design Engineer” at  

NSIC for a period from 08.4.2019 to 04.6.2019. This course was 

very useful for me. Now I am working in M/s . Visteon Software 

Operations chennai, as VLSI design engineer  and getting a pay of 

Rs27,000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and 

skill. 

 

 

 

  I, S.Nivetha did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period 

from 04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful for 

me. Now I am working in M/s .GRC web design Kalasapakkam, as 

Web Designer  and getting a pay of Rs12000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC 

for giving me good knowledge and skill. 
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  I,  M.Sridhar  did course in VLSI Design Engineer” at  NSIC for a 

period from 08.4.2019 to 04.6.2019. This course was very useful 

for me. Now I am working in M/s .JP Infotech chennai, as System 

Support engineer  and getting a pay of Rs20,000/-p.m.  I thank 

NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

I,  R.Karthik  did course in VLSI Design Engineer” at  NSIC for a 

period from 08.4.2019 to 04.6.2019. This course was very useful 

for me. Now I am working in M/s .Inspire Info tech pvt ltd 

chennai, as System  engineer  and getting a pay of Rs10,000/-p.m. 

I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

  I,  V.Nithin  did course in VLSI Design Engineer” at  NSIC for a 

period from 08.4.2019 to 04.6.2019. This course was very useful 

for me. Now I am working in M/s. Q Mos  technologies chennai, as 

trainer  and getting a pay of Rs.8,000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for 

giving me good knowledge and skill. 

  I, S.Rajesh did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period 

from 04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful for 

me. Now I am working in M/s . Hinduja Global Solutions 

Chennai, as  Technician and getting a pay of Rs.14000/-p.m.  I 

thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

 

  I, D.Malarvizhi did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period 

from 04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful for 

me. Now I am working in M/s .Toyoto dealer Tiruvannamalai, as  

Front office assistant  and getting a pay of Rs12500/-p.m.  I thank 

NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

  I, S.Priyanka did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period 

from 04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful for 

me. Now I am working in M/s .JB soft system Vellore, as Web 

designer and getting a pay of Rs12000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for 

giving me good knowledge and skill. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I, B.Srinidhi  did course in VLSI Design Engineer” at  NSIC for a 

period from 08.4.2019 to 04.6.2019. This course was very useful 

for me. Now I am working in M/s .Labtech Electronics pvt ltd. 

chennai, as VLSI designer and getting a pay of Rs20,000/-p.m.  I 

thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

  I, G.Kaviyarasi  did course in VLSI Design Engineer” at  NSIC for a 

period from 08.4.2019 to 04.6.2019. This course was very useful 

for me. Now I am working in M/s . Presevi Industries Private 

Limited chennai, as VLSI designer and getting a pay of Rs21,000/-

p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

  I, R.Arul Prakash  did course in Software Engineer” at  NSIC for a 

period from 09.01.2019 to 22.03.2019. This course was very 

useful for me. Now I am working in M/s .Cornet Technology India 

Pvt Ltd chennai, as Software Engineer and getting a pay of 

Rs20,000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and 

skill. 

  I, D.Aravind  did course in Software Engineer” at  NSIC for a 

period from 09.01.2019 to 22.03.2019. This course was very 

useful for me. Now I am working in M/s .Tata consultancy services 

pvt ltd chennai, as Data Entry Operator and getting a pay of 

Rs10,000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and 

skill. 

  I, K.Abinesh did course in Software Engineer” at  NSIC for a 

period from 09.01.2019 to 22.03.2019. This course was very 

useful for me. Now I am working in M/s .HCL Technologies 

Madurai, as Software Engineer and getting a pay of Rs20,000/-

p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

 I, P.Duraipandiyan did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a 

period from 29.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very 

useful for me. Now I am working in M/s .Popular pvt ltd 

Tiruvannamalai, as  Web Developer and getting a pay of 

Rs30000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and 

skill. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  I, L.Ruban did course in Software Engineer” at  NSIC for a period 

from 09.01.2019 to 22.03.2019. This course was very useful for 

me. Now I am working in M/s .Accenture chennai , as Software 

Engineer and getting a pay of Rs25,000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for 

giving me good knowledge and skill. 

I, R.Monica did course in VLSI designEngineer” at  NSIC for a 

period from 11.02.2019 to 05.04.2019. This course was very 

useful for me. Now I am working in M/s .Maruthi Tech chennai , 

as  Training faculty and getting a pay of Rs10,000/-p.m.  I thank 

NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

  I, K.Vaishali did course in VLSI designEngineer” at  NSIC for a 

period from 11.02.2019 to 05.04.2019. This course was very 

useful for me. Now I am working in M/s .Maruthi tech chennai , 

as  Training faculty and getting a pay of Rs10,000/-p.m.  I thank 

NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

  I, S.Aravind Kumar did course in VLSI design Engineer” at  NSIC 

for a period from 11.02.2019 to 05.04.2019. This course was 

very useful for me. Now I am working in M/s . TransAutomation 

Technologies chennai , as  Embedded Trainer and getting a pay 

of Rs20,000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge 

and skill. 

I, S.Ananthi did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period 

from 04.04.2019 to 04.06.2019. This course was very useful for 

me. Now I am working in M/s Creators Web India Tiruvanamalai, 

as  Web designer and getting a pay of Rs7000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC 

for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

 

I, K.Ashwini  did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period 

from 04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful for 

me. Now I am working in M/s .GRC web design Kalasapakkam, as 

Web designer and getting a pay of Rs8000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for 

giving me good knowledge and skill. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  I, R.Parasuraman did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a 

period from 29.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very 

useful for me. Now I am working in M/s United .Industrial Plastic 

Pvt Ltd Tiruvannamalai, as  Quality Engineer and getting a pay of 

Rs20000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and 

skill.  

  I, V.Vallarasu did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period 

from 29.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. 

Now I am working in M/s United  Industrial Plastic Pvt Ltd 

Thiruvannamalai, as  Quality Engineer and getting a pay of 

Rs20000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and 

skill. 

  I, M.Vignesh did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period 

from 29.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. 

Now I am working in M/s . United  Industrial Plastic Pvt Ltd 

Thiruvannamalai, as  Quality Engineer and getting a pay of 

Rs.20000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and 

skill. 

  I, P.Vignesh did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period 

from 29.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. 

Now I am working in M/s . United  Industrial Plastic Pvt Ltd 

Thiruvannamalai, as  Quality Engineer and getting a pay of 

Rs15000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and 

skill. 

  I, K.Prithviraj did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period 

from 29.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. 

Now I am working in M/s . Kossa Auto tech Pvt LTD, as  Web 

designer and getting a pay of Rs.20000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving 

me good knowledge and skill. 

 

  I, R.Subashini did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period 

from 04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful for 

me. Now I am working in M/s .Retech Coaching Center Polur, as  

Assistant and getting a pay of Rs.6500/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for 

giving me good knowledge and skill. 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  I, B.Badshah Abdul Niyas did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a 

period from 22.04.2019 to 20.06.2019. This course was very useful for 

me. Now I am working in M/s . Abu Dhabi Oil Company, working as  

Mechanic and getting a pay of Rs.40000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving 

me good knowledge and skill. 

I, S.Rajesh did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period from 

22.04.2019 to 20.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. Now I  

am working in M/s. Hitech Company, as Web designer and getting a pay 

of  Rs8000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

  I, A.Mohan did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period from 

22.04.2019 to 20.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. Now I am 

working in M/s .N.Krishnaswamy mudaliyar school vellore, as  

Computer Teacher and getting a pay of Rs15000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for 

giving me good knowledge and skill. 

  I, K.Venkatesan did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period from 

22.04.2019 to 20.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. Now I am 

working in M/s .Sri Aravindhar Arts andScience College Chennai, as  BBA 

HoD and getting a pay of Rs.25000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good 

knowledge and skill. 

  I, V.Rahul Dravid did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period 

from 22.04.2019 to 20.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. Now 

I am working in M/s .Tirupur Garment  factory Tirupur, as  Quality 

Engineer and getting a pay of Rs10000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me 

good knowledge and skill. 

  I, Mohan Babu did course in Network Engineer” at  NSIC for a period 

from 22.04.2019 to 20.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. Now 

I am working in M/s. Star Health Insurance, as  manager  and getting a 

pay of Rs20000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and 

skill. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  I, K.Marimuthu did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period from 

22.04.2019 to 20.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. Now I am 

working in M/s . Jai  & Jai Motors Tiruvannamalai, as  Sales Executive 

and getting a pay of Rs8000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good 

knowledge and skill. 

  I, R.Vignesh did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period from 

04.04.2019 to 04.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. Now I am 

working in M/s .Super cards Thiruvannamalai, as  ID card designer and 

getting a pay of Rs7500/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good 

knowledge and skill. 

  I, E.Kalaivani did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period from 

04.04.2019 to 04.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. Now I am 

working in M/s . TVS - Janatha Motors Tiruvannamalai, as  Sales 

Executive  and getting a pay of Rs4500/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me 

good knowledge and skill. 

  I, M.Iswarya did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period from 

09.01.2019 to 22.03.2019. This course was very useful for me. Now I am 

working in M/s . Standard Units Supply India Private Limited Chennai, 

as  Test Engineer and getting a pay of Rs10000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for 

giving me good knowledge and skill. 

  I, A.Priyanka did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period from 

04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. Now I am 

working in M/s .Super Cards Thiruvannamalai, as  Designer and getting a 

pay of Rs.7000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and 

skill. 

  I, S.Sarawathi did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period from 

04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. Now I am 

working in M/s .Right information  technologies  Vellore, as  Data entry 

oprator  and getting a pay of Rs6000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me 

good knowledge and skill. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  I, V.Sandhiya did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period from 

04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. Now I am 

working in M/s. Government polytechnic college Karapattu, as  Lecturer  

and getting a pay of Rs15000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good 

knowledge and skill. 

  I, D.Dhivakar did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period from 

04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. Now I am 

working in M/s .TCDS Computer Education, Kalasapakkam, as  Trainer 

and getting a pay of Rs.6000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good 

knowledge and skill. 

  I, A.Niroshini did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period 

from 04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. 

Now I am working in M/s .Super cards Tiruvannamalai , as  Designer 

and getting a pay of Rs.7000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good 

knowledge and skill. 

  I, K.Anusha did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period from 

04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. Now I 

am working in M/s .Super cards Tiruvannamalai , as  Designer and 

getting a pay of Rs7000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good 

knowledge and skill. 

  I, M.Rajesh did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period from 

04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. Now I 

am working in M/s .HI tech computers Polur, as  Designer and getting a 

pay of Rs10000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and 

skill. 

  I, P.Parasuraman did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period 

from 04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. 

Now I am working in M/s .SS power tools vellore , as Assitant and 

getting a pay of Rs7000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good 

knowledge and skill. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  I, D.Kalaivani did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period from 

04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. Now I 

am working in M/s .GRC Web design Vellore, as  Designer and getting a 

pay of Rs7500/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and 

skill. 

  I, K.Rajathi did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period from 

04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. Now I am 

working in M/s . Sri Renugambal Matriculation School Polur, as  

Teacher and getting a pay of Rs5000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me 

good knowledge and skill. 

  I, A.Pushpamary did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period 

from 04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. 

Now I am working in M/s .Akshaya school Polur, as  Teacher and getting 

a pay of Rs.5500/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and 

skill. 

  I, S.Suganya did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period from 

04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. Now I am 

working in M/s . KMR data center Arni, as Designer and getting a pay of 

Rs8000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good knowledge and skill. 

 

  I, G.Revathi did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period from 

04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. Now I 

am working in M/s .TCDS Computer center Kalasapakkam, as  Trainer 

and getting a pay of Rs6000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good 

knowledge and skill. 

  I, K.Durai did course in Web Developer” at  NSIC for a period from 

04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. Now I 

am working in M/s .Government Polytechnic college Karapattu, as  

faculty and getting a pay of Rs14000/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me 

good knowledge and skill. 
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  I Abilash  did course in in Network Engineer” at  NSIC for a period 

from 04.04.2019 to 26.06.2019. This course was very useful for me. 

Now I am working in M/s .Wipro Chennai as Associate engineer and 

getting a pay of Rs.13500/-p.m.  I thank NSIC for giving me good 

knowledge and skill. 

 



NSIC TECHNICAL SERVICE CENTRE CHENNAI

MECHANICAL 

I, S. Mohammed Nawaz did course in “Prototyping 

Engineer” at NSIC for a period from 06.03.2019 to 

24.06.2019. I am working as a Supervisor at Gulf Spic 

Dubai, and getting a pay of Rs 50,000 

thank NSIC for giving me useful training.

I, Karthikeyan. K did course in “Prototyping Engineer” 

at NSIC for a period from 06.03.2019 to 24.06.2019. I 

am working as a Executive at Cargo Logistics 

Tiruvottiyur, Chennai - 600019, and getting a pay of Rs 

15,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC for giving me useful 

training. 

I, Vignesh.T did course in “Prototyping Engineer” at 

NSIC for a period from 06.03.2019 to 24.06.2019. I am 

working as a Quality Engineer at Vasanth Products 

Perungudi, Chennai 600096, and getting a pay of Rs 

10,500-/ per month. I thank NSIC for 

training. 

I, M. Sridharan did course in “

for a period from 26.10.2018 to 28.01

working as anOperator at PR Engineering & Tech, and 

getting a pay of Rs 10,000 -

for giving me useful training.
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did course in “Tool Designer” at NSIC 

for a period from 26.10.2018 to 28.01.2019. I am 

PR Engineering & Tech, and 

-/ per month. I thank NSIC 

useful training. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I, L. Cammillus Jones did course in “Tool Designer” at 

NSIC for a period from 26.10.2018 to 28.01.2019. I am 

working as a Finance Executive at Hipcon valves Pvt 

Ltd, and getting a pay of Rs 10,000 -/ per month. I thank 

NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, M. Allwin Roy A.K did course in “Tool Designer” at 

NSIC for a period from 26.10.2018 to 28.01.2019. I am 

working as aQuality Manger at East Wind Chennai 

Limited, and getting a pay of Rs 25,000 -/ per month. I 

thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Ajai. G did course in “Tool Designer” at NSIC for a 

period from 26.10.2018 to 28.01.2019. I am working as 

a Design Engineer at MillWright, Padi Chennai, and 

getting a pay of Rs 10,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC 

for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, U. Karthikeyan did course in “Tool Designer” at NSIC 

for a period from 26.10.2018 to 28.01.2019. I am 

working as an Executive at Geodis ,Nungabakkam 

chennai, and getting a pay of Rs 10,000 -/ per month. I 

thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, N. Purushothaman did course in “Tool Designer” at 

NSIC for a period from 10.12.2018 to 11.03.2019. I am 

working as an Functional Associate at Crownix Solution 

Adayar chennai, and getting a pay of Rs 18,000 -/ per 

month. I thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

 



I, DuraiRaj.S did course in “Tool Designer” at NSIC for 

a period from 10.12.2018 to 11.03.2019. I am working 

as a Design Engineer at Tansan Pvt Limited chennai, 

and getting a pay of Rs 11,500 -/ per month. I thank 

NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Vigneshwaran K R did course in “Tool Designer” at 

NSIC for a period from 09.01.2019 to 11.03.2019. I am 

working as a CNC Operator at SS Precision Chennai, 

and getting a pay of Rs 11,000 -/ per month. I thank 

NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, T.Ragul did course in “Tool Designer” at NSIC for a 

period from 10.12.2018 to 10.04.2019. I am working as 

a Production Engineer at Flex sriperambudur chennai, 

and getting a pay of Rs 15,000 -/ per month. I thank 

NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Vinod D did course in “Tool Designer” at NSIC for a 

period from 10.12.2018 to 10.04.2019. I am working as 

a Production Engineer at Flex sriperambudur chennai, 

and getting a pay of Rs 15,000 -/ per month. I thank 

NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, M.Kathiravan did course in “Tool Designer” at NSIC 

for a period from 10.02.2019 to 14.05.2019. I am 

working as a Design Engineer at Harnic Engineer 

chennai, and getting a pay of Rs 20,000 -/ per month. I 

thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

 



I, P.Karthi did course in “3D Modeler” at NSIC for a 

period from 12.03.2018 to 04.05.2019. I am working 

as a Quality Engineer at Bharat Electricals chennai, 

and getting a pay of Rs 10,000 -/ per month. I thank 

NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, P.Mariadoss Vinson did course in “3D Modeler” at 

NSIC for a period from 12.03.2018 to 04.05.2019. I am 

working as a Design Engineer at Vetri Fabrication, 

Thirumudaivakkam chennai, and getting a pay of         

Rs 15,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC for giving me 

useful training. 

 

 

 

I, M. Jeefry Joel did course in “3D Modeler” at NSIC 

for a period from 12.03.2018 to 04.05.2019. I am 

working as a Design Engineer at Seavea, 

Redhillschennai, and getting a pay of Rs 10,000 -/ per 

month. I thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Marimuthu.B did course in “3D Modeler” at NSIC 

for a period from 12.03.2018 to 04.05.2019. I am 

working as a Design Engineer at Simtec, 

Guindychennai, and getting a pay of Rs 15,000 -/ per 

month. I thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Srinivsan.V did course in “3D Modeler” at NSIC for a 

period from 11.04.2018 to 05.06.2018. I am working as 

a Design Engineer at Justin Industry Coimbatore, 

chennai, and getting a pay of Rs 18,000 -/ per month. I 

thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 



 

I, Aravind.T did course in “3D Modeler” at NSIC for a 

period from 11.04.2018 to 05.06.2018. I am working as 

a Design Engineer at Dunamis Machines Redhills, 

chennai, and getting a pay of Rs 15,000 -/ per month. I 

thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Anser Basha. K did course in “3D Modeler” at NSIC 

for a period from 11.04.2018 to 05.06.2018. I am 

working as a Apprenticeship at Ennore Foundry, 

chennai, and getting a pay of Rs 12,000 -/ per month. I 

thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Anandharaj.M did course in “3D Modeler” at NSIC 

for a period from 26.07.2018 to 19.09.2018. I am 

working as a Quality Engineer at Rising Star Mobile 

India Pvt Ltd Tada, and getting a pay of Rs 17,000 -/ per 

month. I thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Karthikeyan.S did course in “3D Modeler” at NSIC 

for a period from 26.07.2018 to 19.09.2018. I am 

working as a Graphic Designer at CixxySidapet, 

chennai, and getting a pay of Rs 11,000 -/ per month. I 

thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Sukumar did course in “3D Modeler” at NSIC for a 

period from 10.09.2018 to 02.11.2018. I am working as 

anAssociate Software Engineer at Bosch Coimbatore, 

and getting a pay of Rs 30,000 -/ per month. I thank 

NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 



I, Ashok Kumar.G did course in “3D Modeler” at NSIC 

for a period from 10.09.2018 to 02.11.2018. I am 

working as a Design Engineer at TCS Siruseri, chennai, 

and getting a pay of Rs 30,000 -/ per month. I thank 

NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Kesavan.S did course in “3D Modeler” at NSIC for a 

period from 10.09.2018 to 02.11.2018. I am working as 

Quality Engineer at Sakthi Enterprises Avadi, Chennai, 

and getting a pay of Rs 9,500 -/ per month. I thank NSIC 

for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I ,Prasanna.R did course in “3D Modeler” at NSIC for a 

period from 10.09.2018 to 02.11.2018. I am working as 

a Customer Advisor Sales at Tafee Access Ltd, chennai, 

and getting a pay of Rs 10,000 -/ per month. I thank 

NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I ,Siva Thanu.A did course in “3D Modeler” at NSIC for 

a period from 10.09.2018 to 02.11.2018. I am working 

as Apprenticeship Trainee at Renault Nissan, chennai, 

and getting a pay of Rs 11,000 -/ per month. I thank 

NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Nambi Naveen.S did course in “3D Modeler” at NSIC 

for a period from 10.09.2018 to 02.11.2018. I am 

working as Apprenticeship Trainee at BHEL, chennai, 

and getting a pay of Rs 6,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC 

for giving me useful training 

 

 

 



I, Sakthivel.S did course in “3D Modeler” at NSIC for a 

period from 10.09.2018 to 02.11.2018. I am working as 

Apprenticeship Trainee at Rane TRW SP Kovil, 

chennai, and getting a pay of Rs 12,000 -/ per month. I 

thank NSIC for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, K.Suriya did course in “3D Modeler” at NSIC for a 

period from 10.09.2018 to 02.11.2018. I am working as 

Final Inspection at SRO Private LTD, Chennai, and 

getting a pay of Rs 13,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC 

for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, M.Mohanraj did course in “3D Modeler” at NSIC for 

a period from 10.09.2018 to 02.11.2018. I am working 

as Executive at Emudhra, Salem, chennai, and getting a 

pay of Rs 12,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC for giving 

me useful training 

 

 

 

I, M.Munusami did course in “3D Modeler” at NSIC for 

a period from 10.09.2018 to 02.11.2018. I am working 

as Design Engineer at Tara Technology, Guindy 

chennai, and getting a pay of Rs 13,000 -/ per month. I 

thank NSIC for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, R.Vinith Kumar did course in “3D Modeler” at NSIC 

for a period from 10.09.2018 to 02.11.2018. I am 

working as Inside Sales at Emerson Porur, chennai, and 

getting a pay of Rs 13,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC 

for giving me useful training 

 

 

 



I, R.Prakash did course in “3D Modeller” at NSIC for a 

period from 09.05.2018 to 03.07.2018. I am working as 

Assistant Designer at New Tech Engineering, Chennai, 

and getting a pay of Rs 15,000 -/ per month. I thank 

NSIC for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, R.Pradeep did course in “3D Modeller” at NSIC for a 

period from 09.05.2018 to 03.07.2018. I am working as 

Project Engineer at Mahindra Tech , Chennai, and 

getting a pay of Rs 15,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC 

for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, D.Dinesh did course in “3D Modeller” at NSIC for a 

period from 09.05.2018 to 03.07.2018. I am working as 

Design Trainee at Change Pond Technology, Chennai, 

and getting a pay of Rs 12,500 -/ per month. I thank 

NSIC for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, R.Balaji did course in “3D Modeller” at NSIC for a 

period from 09.05.2018 to 03.07.2018. I am working 

asIT Executive at  IFC Infotech, Chennai, and getting a 

pay of Rs 12,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC for giving 

me useful training 

 

 

 

I, Baskaran .B did course in “3D Modeller” at NSIC for 

a period from 09.05.2018 to 03.07.2018. I am working 

as Line Inspector at Kumaran Engineering, Chennai, and 

getting a pay of Rs 13,500 -/ per month. I thank NSIC 

for giving me useful training 

 

 

 



I, Arun kumar.K did course in “3D Modeller” at NSIC 

for a period from 09.05.2018 to 03.07.2018. I am 

working as Maintenance Engineer at Gaint Engineering 

& Equipment, Chennai, and getting a pay of Rs 12,000 -

/ per month. I thank NSIC for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, J.Praveen kumar did course in “3D Modeller” at NSIC 

for a period from 09.05.2018 to 03.07.2018. I am 

working as Line Inspector at Kumaran Engineering, 

Chennai, and getting a pay of Rs 13,500 -/ per month. I 

thank NSIC for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, M.Abinesh did course in “3D Modeller” at NSIC for a 

period from 09.05.2018 to 03.07.2018. I am working as 

Editor at VFX Company, Chennai, and getting a pay of 

Rs 10,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC for giving me 

useful training 

 

 

 

I, K.Baskar did course in “3D Modeller” at NSIC for a 

period from 09.05.2018 to 03.07.2018. I am working as 

Production Engineer at Multi Scrap Engineering, 

Thiruvallur, and getting a pay of Rs 12,000 -/ per month. 

I thank NSIC for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, K.Pavithran did course in “3D Modeller” at NSIC for 

a period from 11.07.2018 to 04.09.2018. I am working 

as Design Engineer at Ashok Leyland, Chennai, and 

getting a pay of Rs 13,500 -/ per month. I thank NSIC 

for giving me useful training 

 

 

 



I, R.Ramachandiran did course in “3D Modeller” at 

NSIC for a period from 11.07.2018 to 04.09.2018. I am 

working as Sale Leader at Mod Forge Pvt Ltd, Chennai, 

and getting a pay of Rs 12,500 -/ per month. I thank 

NSIC for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, P.J Naveeth Mohammed did course in “3D Modeller” 

at NSIC for a period from 11.07.2018 to 04.09.2018. I 

am working as Warranty Executive at Kul Auto Pvt Ltd, 

Chennai, and getting a pay of Rs 14,000 -/ per month. I 

thank NSIC for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, M.Prabhurama Krishna did course in “3D Modeller” 

at NSIC for a period from 26.07.2018 to 19.09.2018. I 

am working as Design Engineer at Effixon Engineering, 

Chennai, and getting a pay of Rs 28,000 -/ per month. I 

thank NSIC for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, H.Amir Shujah Hussain did course in “3D Modeller” 

at NSIC for a period from 26.07.2018 to 19.09.2018. I 

am working as GATR at Renault Nissan, Chennai, and 

getting a pay of Rs 11,500 -/ per month. I thank NSIC 

for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, Parthasarathi.T did course in “Product Design 

Engineer” at NSIC for a period from 26.07.2018 to 

19.09.2018. I am working as Design Engineer at DSM 

Soft Pvt Ltd, Chennai, and getting a pay of Rs 10,000 -/ 

per month. I thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 



I, Afzalkhan.G did course in “3D Modeller” at NSIC for 

a period from 11.07.2018 to 04.09.2018. I am working 

as Design Engineer at AN Noor CAD Service, Chennai, 

and getting a pay of Rs 14,000 -/ per month. I thank 

NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Mohammed Ismail A.J did course in “3D Modeller” at 

NSIC for a period from 11.07.2018 to 04.09.2018. I am 

working as Design Engineer at Flow Serve India 

Control, Chennai, and getting a pay of Rs 17,500 -/ per 

month. I thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Sakthivel.V did course in “3D Modeller” at NSIC for 

a period from 11.07.2018 to 04.09.2018. I am working 

as Show room manager at Mahindra Tractor, Chennai, 

and getting a pay of Rs 20,000 -/ per month. I thank 

NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, M.Suman did course in “3D Modeller” at NSIC for a 

period from 11.07.2018 to 04.09.2018. I am working as 

Production Engineer at Wapoo India Pvt Ltd, Chennai, 

and getting a pay of Rs 15,000 -/ per month. I thank 

NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Arul Kumar .T did course in “3D Modeller” at NSIC 

for a period from 11.07.2018 to 04.09.2018. I am 

working as Production Engineer at Higen Pvt Ltd, 

Chennai, and getting a pay of Rs 14,000 -/ per month. I 

thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 



I, Nirmal Kumar.L did course in “3D Modeller”” at 

NSIC for a period from 26.07.2018 to 19.09.2018. I am 

working as Design Engineer at Tube Products of India, 

Chennai, and getting a pay of Rs 17,000 -/ per month. I 

thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Gowtham.M did course in “3D Modeller” at NSIC for 

a period from 26.07.2018 to 19.09.2018. I am working 

as Trainee at TVS  Lucas, Chennai, and getting a pay of 

Rs 12,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC for giving me 

useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Saravana kumar.G did course in “3D Modeller” at 

NSIC for a period from 11.07.2018 to 04.09.2018. I am 

working as Design Engineer at Coreahoist company, 

Chennai, and getting a pay of Rs 14,000 -/ per month. I 

thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Naveen Kumar.M did course in “Product Design 

Engineer” at NSIC for a period from 06.06.2018 to 

31.08.2018. I am working as Design Engineer at Wheels 

India Thirumudivakkam, and getting a pay of Rs 13,000 

-/ per month. I thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Naveen Kumar.L did course in “Product Design 

Engineer” at NSIC for a period from 06.06.2018 to 

31.08.2018. I am working as Design Engineer at Miami 

Metal Ambattur, and getting a pay of Rs 15,000 -/ per 

month. I thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 



I, Nirmal Kumar did course in “Product Design 

Engineer” at NSIC for a period from 06.06.2018 to 

31.08.2018. I am working as Warehouse Supervisor at 

Flex Sriperumbathur, and getting a pay of Rs 15,000 -/ 

per month. I thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Mohammed Mohiuddin  did course in “Product 

Design Engineer” at NSIC for a period from 06.06.2018 

to 31.08.2018. I am working as Design Engineer at AJ 

Enterpreises Ambattur, and getting a pay of Rs 12,000 -/ 

per month. I thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Balasubramanian did course in “Product Design 

Engineer” at NSIC for a period from 06.08.2018 to 

01.11.2018. I am working as Design Engineer at Ashok 

Leyland Ennore, and getting a pay of Rs 13,000 -/ per 

month. I thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Sujin.D did course in “Product Design Engineer” at 

NSIC for a period from 06.08.2018 to 01.11.2018. I am 

working as Design Engineer at Wizard tube & Eng 

Component Sriperumbathur, and getting a pay of Rs 

35,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC for giving me useful 

training. 

 

 

 

I, Mohammed Ashraf  did course in “Product Design 

Engineer” at NSIC for a period from 06.06.2018 to 

31.08.2018. I am working as CNC Operator at BIS 

Chennai, and getting a pay of Rs 15,000 -/ per month. I 

thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 



I, Ganesh J did course in “Product Design Engineer” at 

NSIC for a period from 06.06.2018 to 31.08.2018. I am 

working as Design Engineer at Duken Thirumudivakam, 

and getting a pay of Rs 15,000 -/ per month. I thank 

NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Hari Haran S.M  did course in “Product Design 

Engineer” at NSIC for a period from 06.06.2018 to 

31.08.2018. I am working as Admin Support at 

Accenture Chennai, and getting a pay of Rs 15,500 -/ per 

month. I thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Arun Kumar did course in “Product Design Engineer” 

at NSIC for a period from 06.06.2018 to 31.08.2018. I 

am working as Office System Engineer at TCS 

Bangalore, and getting a pay of Rs 15,000 -/ per month. 

I thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Nazar did course in “Product Design Engineer” at 

NSIC for a period from 06.06.2018 to 31.08.2018. I am 

working as Trainer at CAD Centre Pudukottai, and 

getting a pay of Rs 8,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC for 

giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Rajesh R did course in “Product Design Engineer” at 

NSIC for a period from 06.06.2018 to 31.08.2018. I am 

working as System Engineer at Infosys Mysore, and 

getting a pay of Rs 20,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC 

for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 



I, Nithish Kumar  did course in “Product Design 

Engineer” at NSIC for a period from 06.06.2018 to 

31.08.2018. I am working as Design Engineer at Duken 

Thirumudivakam, and getting a pay of Rs 25,000 -/ per 

month. I thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Akathiyan A did course in “Product Design Engineer” 

at NSIC for a period from 06.06.2018 to 31.08.2018. I 

am working as Apprenticeship at Renault Nissan 

Chennai, and getting a pay of Rs 11,000 -/ per month. I 

thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Esakkidhas did course in “Product Design Engineer” 

at NSIC for a period from 06.06.2018 to 31.08.2018. I 

am working as Quality Engineer at Rane Trw SP Kovil, 

and getting a pay of Rs 13,000 -/ per month. I thank 

NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Raghul Krishna did course in “Product Design 

Engineer” at NSIC for a period from 10.12.2018 to 

11.03.2019. I am working as BOM Engineer at 

Flowserve, chennai and getting a pay of Rs 17,700 -/ per 

month. I thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Anantha Raman did course in “Product Design 

Engineer” at NSIC for a period from 10.12.2018 to 

11.03.2019. I am working as Design Engineer at 

Toshibha Machines chennai and getting a pay of Rs 

14,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC for giving me useful 

training 

 

 

 



I, Mohammed Riyas did course in “Product Design 

Engineer” at NSIC for a period from 10.12.2018 to 

11.03.2019. I am working as Functional Associate at 

Chronic Eye Solution chennai and getting a pay of Rs 

15,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC for giving me useful 

training 

 

 

 

I, Roshan Prakash did course in “Product Design 

Engineer” at NSIC for a period from 10.12.2018 to 

11.03.2019. I am working as Design Engineer at Energy 

ITT Medran chennai and getting a pay of Rs 25,000 -/ 

per month. I thank NSIC for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, Gokula Krishnan .Y Krishna did course in “Product 

Design Engineer” at NSIC for a period from 10.12.2018 

to 11.03.2019. I am working as BOM Engineer at 

Flowserve, chennai and getting a pay of Rs 17,700 -/ per 

month. I thank NSIC for giving me useful training. 

 

 

 

I, Stanley Josua. S did course in “Product Design 

Engineer” at NSIC for a period from 09.01.2019 to 

30.04.2019. I am working as Design Engineer at Pro m 

Hosur and getting a pay of Rs 12,000 -/ per month. I 

thank NSIC for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, A.Venkatesh did course in “Product Design Engineer” 

at NSIC for a period from 09.01.2019 to 30.04.2019. I 

am working as Apprenticeship at ICF chennai and 

getting a pay of Rs 15,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC 

for giving me useful training 

 

 

 



I, B.Vignesh did course in “Product Design Engineer” at 

NSIC for a period from 09.01.2019 to 30.04.2019.  I am 

working as Quality Inspector at Ford, SP Kovil and 

getting a pay of Rs 15,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC 

for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, R.Prem Kumar did course in “Product Design 

Engineer” at NSIC for a period from 09.01.2019 to 

30.04.2019. I am working as Apprenticeship at BHEL, 

Nandambakkam chennai and getting a pay of Rs 10,000 

-/ per month. I thank NSIC for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, Rudra Sekar.S did course in “Product Design 

Engineer” at NSIC for a period from 09.01.2019 to 

30.04.2019. I am working as HVAC at Radians, 

Ramapuram chennai and getting a pay of Rs 15,000 -/ 

per month. I thank NSIC for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, Kamalakannan.K did course in “Product Design 

Engineer” at NSIC for a period from 09.01.2019 to 

30.04.2019. I am working as VMC Operator at Kumar 

Engineering Works, Perungudi, chennai and getting a 

pay of Rs 18,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC for giving 

me useful training 

 

 

 

I, Loganathan.S did course in “Product Design 

Engineer” at NSIC for a period from 21.01.2019 to 

03.05.2019. I am working as CNC Operator at ARS 

Engineering, Dindigul and getting a pay of Rs 15,000 -/ 

per month. I thank NSIC for giving me useful training 

 

 

 



I, Yasar Arafath.S did course in “Product Design 

Engineer” at NSIC for a period from 21.01.2019 to 

03.05.2019. I am working as CNC Operator at ARS 

Engineering, Dindigul and getting a pay of Rs 15,000 -/ 

per month. I thank NSIC for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, T.Vignesh did course in “Tool Design Engineer” at 

NSIC for a period from 11.02.2019 to 14.05.2019. I am 

working as Design Engineer at ARS Engineering, Trichy 

and getting a pay of Rs 15,000 -/ per month. I thank 

NSIC for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, Surya Ganesh.A did course in “3D Modeller” at NSIC 

for a period from 10.09.2018 to 02.11.2018. I am 

working as Design Engineer at effixon Engineering, and 

getting a pay of Rs 10,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC 

for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, Pradeep did course in “Product Design Engineer” at 

NSIC for a period from 10.12.2018 to 11.03.2019. I am 

working as Design Engineer at Kalva Decoparts, and 

getting a pay of Rs 15,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC 

for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, Vignesh .G did course in “3D Modeller” at NSIC for a 

period from 26.07.2018 to 19.09.2018. I am working as 

Service Engineer at Mahindra TVS, and getting a pay of 

Rs 10,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC for giving me 

useful training 

 

 

 



I, S.Balaji did course in “3D Modeller” at NSIC for a 

period from 26.07.2018 to 19.09.2018. I am working as 

Apprenticeship at Renault Nissan, and getting a pay of 

Rs 11,500 -/ per month. I thank NSIC for giving me 

useful training 

 

 

 

I, M.Thirumalairaja did course in “3D Modeller” at 

NSIC for a period from 10.09.2018 to 02.11.2018. I am 

working as CNC Setter at ThiruTech Tools & Service, 

and getting a pay of Rs 13,000 -/ per month. I thank 

NSIC for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, Saravanan did course in “3D Modeller” at NSIC for a 

period from 10.09.2018 to 02.11.2018. I am working as 

Process Design Engineer at Rane TRW Chennai, and 

getting a pay of Rs 15,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC 

for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, Sathish Kumar .S did course in “Tool Designer” at 

NSIC for a period from 26.10.2018 to 28.01.2019. I am 

working as Quality Engineer at Sri Muka Chennai, and 

getting a pay of Rs 12,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC 

for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, Manoj Prabhakar .S did course in “Tool Designer” at 

NSIC for a period from 10.12.2018 to 11.03.2019. I am 

working as Production Engineer at Wheels India 

Chennai, and getting a pay of Rs 13,500 -/ per month. I 

thank NSIC for giving me useful training 

 

 

 



I, Jagannathan .S did course in “Tool Designer” at NSIC 

for a period from 09.01.2018 to 10.04.2019. I am 

working as Junior Engineer at RSA India Pvt Ltd 

Chennai, and getting a pay of Rs 18,000 -/ per month. I 

thank NSIC for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, V.Balaji did course in “Tool Designer” at NSIC for a 

period from 11.02.2019 to 14.05.2019. I am working 

Design Engineer at Flow Liles Engineering Pvt Ltd 

Chennai, and getting a pay of Rs 18,000 -/ per month. I 

thank NSIC for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, K.G Amrith did course in “Tool Designer” at NSIC 

for a period from 11.02.2019 to 14.05.2019. I am 

working as Production Engineer at Flex Chennai, and 

getting a pay of Rs 12,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC 

for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, Ramesh.G did course in “Prototype Engineer” at NSIC 

for a period from 06.03.2019 to 24.06.2019. I am 

working as Design Engineer at Flow Serve Chennai, and 

getting a pay of Rs 14,000 -/ per month. I thank NSIC 

for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

I, Ganeshan. R did course in “Tool Designer”  at NSIC 

for a period from 26.10.2018 to 28.01.2019. I am 

working as Quality Engineer at Tansan Pvt Ltd Chennai, 

and getting a pay of Rs 12,000 -/ per month. I thank 

NSIC for giving me useful training 

 

 

 



I, Sakthivel A R did course in “Tool Designer”  at NSIC 

for a period from 26.10.2018 to 28.01.2019. I am 

working as Design Engineer at DSM Soft Pvt Ltd 

Chennai, and getting a pay of Rs 15,000 -/ per month. I 

thank NSIC for giving me useful training 

 

 

 

********************* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Success Stories from the year 2018-2019 

Advanced Electronics Module 

NTSC, Chennai 

1 I T.TAMILBHARTHI undergone skill development 

training program on  ”Android Application 

Development” at  NSIC for a period from 06.08.2018 to 

19.09.2018. This training program is very useful for my 

carrier. Now I am working in M/s. TCS, Chennai  , as IT 

Support Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.25,000/-p.m.  I 

Thank NSIC for the opportunity. 

 

2 I R.PRAKESH GOPAL RAM undergone skill development 

training program on  ”Android Application 

Development” at  NSIC for a period from 06.08.2018 to 

19.09.2018. Currently I am running my own enterprise 

in the field of Food marketing and earning Rs.20,000/-

p.m.  I Thank NSIC for the opportunity. 
 

3 I B.VARSHA undergone skill development training 

program on  ”Android Application Development” at  

NSIC for a period from 06.08.2018 to 19.09.2018. This 

training program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am 

working in M/s. CSS Corporation, Chennai  , as IT 

Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.25,000/-p.m.  I Thank 

NSIC for the opportunity. 

 

4 I M.Samundeeswari attended Advanced Integrated 

Entrepreneurship development program at  NSIC for a 

period from 05.09.2018 to 16.10.2018. Currently I am 

running my own garment shop called SRI SAI HARI 

GARMENTS and earning Rs.15,000/-p.m.  I Thank NSIC 

for the opportunity.  

5 I C.Selvakumar attended Advanced Integrated 

Entrepreneurship development program at  NSIC for a 

period from 05.09.2018 to 16.10.2018. Currently I am 

running my own enterprise called PHOTON ENERGY 

SOLUTION and earning Rs.25,000/-p.m.  I Thank NSIC 

for the opportunity. 
 



 

 

6 I Sangu.M attended Advanced Integrated 

Entrepreneurship development program at  NSIC for a 

period from 05.09.2018 to 16.10.2018. Currently I am 

running my own enterprise called AQUA PROCESS 

SYSTEM and earning Rs.50,000/-p.m.  I Thank NSIC for 

the opportunity. 

 

7 I M.Vincent Paul attended Advanced Integrated 

Entrepreneurship development program at  NSIC for a 

period from 05.09.2018 to 16.10.2018. Currently I am 

working in an enterprise called KCP Pvt Ltd as 

Production Operator and earning Rs.15,000/-p.m.  I 

Thank NSIC for the opportunity. 

 

8 I F.Oliver attended Advanced Integrated 

Entrepreneurship development program at  NSIC for a 

period from 05.09.2018 to 16.10.2018. Currently I am 

running my own business called REGO'S CAFE and 

earning Rs.25,000/-p.m.  I Thank NSIC for the 

opportunity.  

9 I P.KAVIPRIYA undergone skill development training 

program on  ”Android Application Development” at  

NSIC for a period from 06.08.2018 to 19.09.2018. This 

training program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am 

working in M/s. Embel Technologies, Chennai  , as 

Software Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.20,000/-p.m.  

I Thank NSIC for the opportunity. 

 

10 I A.IRUDHAYA MARY USHA undergone skill 

development training program on  ”AUTOMATION 

SPECIALIST” at  NSIC for a period from 11.07.2018 to 

15.10.2018. This training program is very useful for my 

carrier. Now I am working in NSIC Technical Services 

Centre, Chennai, as Guest Lecturer and getting a pay of 

Rs.12,000/-p.m.  I Thank NSIC for the opportunity.  



11 I J.KALAI SELVAN undergone skill development training 

program on  ”AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  NSIC for a 

period from 11.07.2018 to 15.10.2018. This training 

program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am working 

in M/s Flextronics, Chennai, as Trainee and getting a pay 

of Rs.15,000/-p.m.  I Thank NSIC for the opportunity.  

 

12 I S.C.Sakthiram undergone skill development training 

program on  ”AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  NSIC for a 

period from 11.07.2018 to 15.10.2018. This training 

program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am working 

in M/s Operation Energy Group India Ltd, Chennai, as 

Senior Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.25,000/-p.m.  I 

Thank NSIC for the opportunity. 
 

13 I Prince Inbaraj.M undergone skill development training 

program on  ”AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  NSIC for a 

period from 11.07.2018 to 15.10.2018. This training 

program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am working 

in M/s Infosys Ltd, Chennai, as System Engineer and 

getting a pay of Rs.25,000/-p.m.  I Thank NSIC for the 

opportunity. 

 

14 I Joel Raj.M undergone skill development training 

program on  ”AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  NSIC for a 

period from 11.07.2018 to 15.10.2018. This training 

program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am working 

in M/s Madras Fertilizers Ltd, Chennai, as Graduate 

Trainee and getting a pay of Rs.10,000/-p.m.  I Thank 

NSIC for the opportunity. 
 

15 I Rajeev Gandhi.A undergone skill development training 

program on  ”AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  NSIC for a 

period from 11.07.2018 to 15.10.2018. This training 

program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am working 

in M/s Accenture Ltd, Chennai, as BMS operator and 

getting a pay of Rs.18,000/-p.m.  I Thank NSIC for the 

opportunity.  



16 I D.Kamaraj undergone skill development training 

program on  ”AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  NSIC for a 

period from 11.07.2018 to 15.10.2018. This training 

program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am working 

in Block Development Office, Chennai, as Assistant and 

getting a pay of Rs.18,000/-p.m.  I Thank NSIC for the 

opportunity. 
 

17 I S.Kameshwaran undergone skill development training 

program on  ”AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  NSIC for a 

period from 11.07.2018 to 15.10.2018. This training 

program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am working 

in M/s Teksol engineering, Chennai, as Technician and 

getting a pay of Rs.14,000/-p.m.  I Thank NSIC for the 

opportunity.  

18 I R. PON BALAJI undergone skill development training 

program on  ”Android Application Development” at  

NSIC for a period from 03.12.2018 to 22.01.2019. This 

training program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am 

working in M/s. Flex Industries Ltd, Chennai, as Support 

Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.18,000/-p.m.  I Thank 

NSIC for the opportunity. 

 

19 I R. N. MOHAIDEEN RAHAMADHULLAH undergone skill 

development training program on  ”Android Application 

Development” at  NSIC for a period from 03.12.2018 to 

22.01.2019. This training program is very useful for my 

carrier. Now I am working in M/s. Hanguzhou Cable Co 

Ltd, Chennai, as Trainee Engineer and getting a pay of 

Rs.16,000/-p.m.  I Thank NSIC for the opportunity. 

 

20 I VIGNESH.B undergone skill development training 

program on  ”Android Application Development” at  

NSIC for a period from 03.12.2018 to 22.01.2019. This 

training program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am 

working in M/s. Machilen Pvt Ltd, Chennai, as Trainee 

Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.18,000/-p.m.  I Thank 

NSIC for the opportunity. 

 



21 I S. VIJAY undergone skill development training program 

on  ”Android Application Development” at  NSIC for a 

period from 03.12.2018 to 22.01.2019. This training 

program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am working 

in M/s. HTL Ltd, Chennai, as Junior Engineer and getting 

a pay of Rs.15,000/-p.m.  I Thank NSIC for the 

opportunity. 

 

22 I P. HARISH undergone skill development training 

program on  ”Android Application Development” at  

NSIC for a period from 03.12.2018 to 22.01.2019. This 

training program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am 

working in M/s. HTL Ltd, Chennai, as Junior Engineer 

and getting a pay of Rs.15,000/-p.m.  I Thank NSIC for 

the opportunity. 

 

23 I S. PRASANTH undergone skill development training 

program on  ”Android Application Development” at  

NSIC for a period from 03.12.2018 to 22.01.2019. This 

training program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am 

working in M/s. HTL Ltd, Chennai, as Junior Engineer 

and getting a pay of Rs.15,000/-p.m.  I Thank NSIC for 

the opportunity. 

 

24 I K. PRATHAP undergone skill development training 

program on  ”Android Application Development” at  

NSIC for a period from 03.12.2018 to 22.01.2019. This 

training program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am 

working in M/s. HTL Ltd, Chennai, as Junior Engineer 

and getting a pay of Rs.15,000/-p.m.  I Thank NSIC for 

the opportunity. 

 

 

25 I AJAY. R undergone skill development training program 

on  ”Android Application Development” at  NSIC for a 

period from 03.12.2018 to 22.01.2019. This training 

program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am working 

in M/s. ITC Ltd, Chennai, as Supervisor and getting a pay 

of Rs.18,000/-p.m.  I Thank NSIC for the opportunity. 
 



26 I MUTHU. A undergone skill development training 

program on  ”Android Application Development” at  

NSIC for a period from 03.12.2018 to 22.01.2019. This 

training program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am 

working in M/s. Lifestyle Pvt Ltd, Chennai, as Supervisor 

and getting a pay of Rs.16,000/-p.m.  I Thank NSIC for 

the opportunity. 

 

27 I MANOJ KUMAR. G. undergone skill development 

training program on  ”Android Application 

Development” at  NSIC for a period from 03.12.2018 to 

22.01.2019. This training program is very useful for my 

carrier. Now I am working in M/s. HTL Ltd, Chennai, as 

Junior Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.15,000/-p.m.  I 

Thank NSIC for the opportunity. 

 

28 I S. LOKESH RAJ undergone skill development training 

program on  ”Android Application Development” at  

NSIC for a period from 03.12.2018 to 22.01.2019. This 

training program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am 

working in M/s. TVS Pvt Ltd, Chennai, as Trainee 

Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.18,000/-p.m.  I Thank 

NSIC for the opportunity. 

 

29 I N. YUVANESH undergone skill development training 

program on  ”Android Application Development” at  

NSIC for a period from 03.12.2018 to 22.01.2019. This 

training program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am 

working in M/s. TVS Pvt Ltd, Chennai, as Trainee 

Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.18,000/-p.m.  I Thank 

NSIC for the opportunity. 

 

30 I M.A. MANSOOR ALI undergone skill development 

training program on  ”Android Application 

Development” at  NSIC for a period from 03.12.2018 to 

22.01.2019. This training program is very useful for my 

carrier. Now I am working in M/s. TVS Pvt Ltd, Chennai, 

as Trainee Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.18,000/-p.m.  

I Thank NSIC for the opportunity. 

 



31 I A.SAKTHI RAMAN undergone skill development 

training program on  ” AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  

NSIC for a period from 06.03.2019 to 14.06.2019. This 

training program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am 

working in M/s. Appolo Tyres Pvt Ltd, Tada, as Electrical 

Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.25,000/-p.m.  I Thank 

NSIC for the opportunity. 

 

 

32 I K KALEEL MOHAMED undergone skill development 

training program on  ” AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  

NSIC for a period from 06.03.2019 to 14.06.2019. This 

training program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am 

working in M/s. Modpro Engineering Solution, Chennai, 

as T&C Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.22,000/-p.m.  I 

Thank NSIC for the opportunity. 

 

33 I UTHAYA KUMAR undergone skill development training 

program on  ” AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  NSIC for a 

period from 06.03.2019 to 14.06.2019. This training 

program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am working 

in M/s. Technosys, Chennai, as O&M Engineer and 

getting a pay of Rs.24,000/-p.m.  I Thank NSIC for the 

opportunity. 

 

34 I D.MONISHA PREETHI undergone skill development 

training program on  ” AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  

NSIC for a period from 06.03.2019 to 14.06.2019. This 

training program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am 

working in M/s. Grundfos Pump India Pvt. Ltd, Chennai, 

as Quality Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.27,000/-p.m.  

I Thank NSIC for the opportunity. 

 

35 I R.MANOJ KUMAR undergone skill development 

training program on  ” AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  

NSIC for a period from 06.03.2019 to 14.06.2019. This 

training program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am 

working in M/s. Veremax Management Services Pvt. Ltd, 

Chennai, as O&M Engineer and getting a pay of 

Rs.22,000/-p.m.  I Thank NSIC for the opportunity. 

 



36 I M M NAVEEN undergone skill development training 

program on  ” AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  NSIC for a 

period from 06.03.2019 to 14.06.2019. This training 

program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am working 

in M/s. Nova Electrical Pvt. Ltd, Chennai, as Service 

Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.20,000/-p.m.  I Thank 

NSIC for the opportunity. 

 

37 I YOGARAJ S undergone skill development training 

program on  ” AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  NSIC for a 

period from 06.03.2019 to 14.06.2019. This training 

program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am working 

in M/s. CTS, Chennai, as Electrical Maintenance Engineer 

and getting a pay of Rs.27,000/-p.m.  I Thank NSIC for 

the opportunity. 

 

 

 

38 I M SARAVANAN undergone skill development training 

program on  ” AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  NSIC for a 

period from 06.03.2019 to 14.06.2019. This training 

program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am working 

in M/s. HTL Limited, Chennai, as Electrical Maintenance 

Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.27,000/-p.m.  I Thank 

NSIC for the opportunity. 

 

39 I SHOBANA A undergone skill development training 

program on  ” AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  NSIC for a 

period from 10.12.2018 to 18.03.2019. This training 

program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am working 

in M/s. TCS as Assistant System Engineer and getting a 

pay of Rs.32,000/-p.m.  I Thank NSIC for the 

opportunity. 
 

40 I S K SARAVANAN undergone skill development training 

program on  ” AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  NSIC for a 

period from 10.12.2018 to 18.03.2019. This training 

program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am working 

in M/s. Foxconn Honnai Technology Ltd as Automation 

Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.30,000/-p.m.  I Thank 

NSIC for the opportunity. 
 



41 I RAJ V undergone skill development training program 

on  ” AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  NSIC for a period 

from 10.12.2018 to 18.03.2019. This training program is 

very useful for my carrier. Now I am working in M/s. 

Microedge Electronics Pvt Ltd as Production Engineer 

and getting a pay of Rs.25,000/-p.m.  I Thank NSIC for 

the opportunity. 
 

42 I ROBIN C JOHN undergone skill development training 

program on  ” AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  NSIC for a 

period from 10.12.2018 to 18.03.2019. This training 

program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am working 

in M/s. Hexaware Pvt Ltd as Networking Engineer and 

getting a pay of Rs.25,000/-p.m.  I Thank NSIC for the 

opportunity. 
 

43 I RAGUPATHI undergone skill development training 

program on  ” AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  NSIC for a 

period from 10.12.2018 to 18.03.2019. This training 

program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am working 

in M/s. Orownix solutions as Software Engineer and 

getting a pay of Rs.24,000/-p.m.  I Thank NSIC for the 

opportunity. 
 

 

44 I GULAM ISHAK KHAN undergone skill development 

training program on  ” AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  

NSIC for a period from 10.12.2018 to 18.03.2019. This 

training program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am 

working in M/s. Lakshika India Auto Technology as 

Senior Quality Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.27,000/-

p.m.  I Thank NSIC for the opportunity. 
 

45 I MOHAMED DIL NAWAZ undergone skill development 

training program on  ” AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  

NSIC for a period from 10.12.2018 to 18.03.2019. This 

training program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am 

working in M/s. ISS Facility Services India Pvt Ltd as 

Multi skilled technician and getting a pay of Rs.20,000/-

p.m.  I Thank NSIC for the opportunity. 
 



46 I RAMYA D undergone skill development training 

program on  ” AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  NSIC for a 

period from 10.12.2018 to 18.03.2019. This training 

program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am working 

in M/s. Yansun Natural Solar Energy Pvt Ltd as Trainee 

Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.22,000/-p.m.  I Thank 

NSIC for the opportunity.  

47 I N. MATHEW RAJESH undergone skill development 

training program on  ”Android Application 

Development” at  NSIC for a period from 11.02.2019 to 

28.03.2019. This training program is very useful for my 

carrier. Now I am working in M/s. RR Donnelly, Chennai, 

as IT Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.28,000/-p.m.  I 

Thank NSIC for the opportunity. 

 

48 I R. SAKTHIVEL undergone skill development training 

program on  ”Android Application Development” at  

NSIC for a period from 11.02.2019 to 28.03.2019. This 

training program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am 

working in M/s. Hier Technologies Pvt Ltd, Chennai, as 

IT Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.24,000/-p.m.  I 

Thank NSIC for the opportunity. 

 

49 I AJITHKUMAR J undergone skill development training 

program on  ” AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  NSIC for a 

period from 10.09.2018 to 20.12.2018. This training 

program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am working 

in M/s. Micro Blast Pvt Ltd as Quality Executive and 

getting a pay of Rs.20,000/-p.m.  I Thank NSIC for the 

opportunity. 

 

 

 

50 I ELAYARAJAN D undergone skill development training 

program on  ” AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  NSIC for a 

period from 10.09.2018 to 20.12.2018. This training 

program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am working 

in M/s. Kirta Informatics Pvt Ltd as Documentation 

specialist and getting a pay of Rs.18,000/-p.m.  I Thank 

NSIC for the opportunity. 
 



51 I JEO D H undergone skill development training program 

on  ” AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  NSIC for a period 

from 10.09.2018 to 20.12.2018. This training program is 

very useful for my carrier. Now I am working in M/s. 

HCL Technologies Pvt Ltd as Senior Customer Support 

Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.28,000/-p.m.  I Thank 

NSIC for the opportunity. 
 

52 I A.DINESH BABU undergone skill development training 

program on  ” AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  NSIC for a 

period from 10.09.2018 to 20.12.2018. This training 

program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am working 

in M/s. Vaishnavi Power Industries Pvt Ltd as Assistant 

Manager and getting a pay of Rs.30,000/-p.m.  I Thank 

NSIC for the opportunity. 

 

53 I VIVEK.M undergone skill development training 

program on  ” AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  NSIC for a 

period from 10.09.2018 to 20.12.2018. This training 

program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am working 

in M/s. K.Dhandapani & Company Pvt Ltd, Chennai as 

Electrical Engineer and getting a pay of Rs.25,000/-p.m.  

I Thank NSIC for the opportunity. 

 

54 I S.DELLI BABU undergone skill development training 

program on  ” AUTOMATION SPECIALIST” at  NSIC for a 

period from 10.09.2018 to 20.12.2018. This training 

program is very useful for my carrier. Now I am running 

my own business called M/s. Babu Foods&Grains, 

Madhurantakam and earning Rs.40,000/-p.m.  I Thank 

NSIC for the opportunity. 
 

 

 

******************** 


